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Abstract
Mashups are novel content created by extracting and combining data and services from diverse data sources, in an
automated manner, using Web services. The Web 2.0 technologies make it easier for individuals to create contents
in third party service sites or clouds, and make easier for other third party mashup organizations to access and
combine individuals’ data and content through mashups. A big unaddressed challenge is how to adequately protect
the privacy of individuals when information about them in the data sources are to be accessed and joined by
mashup providers, which is different from two-party interaction (i.e. an individual and Web sites) as in many online
environment. . In this paper, we present a Privacy Specification and Enforcement Model for Mashups that considers
privacy preferences expressed in three different logical networks: personal privacy policies (PPP), data source
organization’s privacy policies (SPP) and mashup organization’s privacy policies (MPP). We present a privacy
policy model using a multi-dimensional privacy protection space which includes parameters to specify private
content, provider type, mashup-specific operators, and mashup purposes, using the open Semantic resources on the
Web such as a Friend of a Friend (FOAF), service industry classification codes and UN product and service
classification codes. The prototype architecture for the proposed mashup privacy protection engine is presented that
interacts with distributed privacy policy networks to determine privacy-preserving data sharing and integration for
mashup services.

1. Introduction
Mashups have extended the utility of electronic data available from web sites, allowing flexible content
creation by integrating a combining multiple data sources including texts, images, videos and other media.
Previously, data produced and posted by a Web application was "locked" in a data owner's site and users
were passive "information sinks"[20]. In order to get access to the Web data or content in a form that
could be manipulated, data consumers (users) needed screen scrapers, special purpose programs to
process the contents. Alternatively, they could perform manual cut-and-paste operations, which would
not allow for dynamic content creation. With the emergence of mashup editors and Web services,
multiple data sources and services can be mixed and matched in creative ways to suit countless purposes.
The relative ease of creating mashups is illustrated by the fact that dozens of mashups are created daily as
can be seen on the Mashup Dashboard [27], The major categories of mashups are identified in [10], such
as mapping mashups, video and photo mashups, search and shopping mashups, and news mashups among
others. The mashup technologies include AJAX that is a bundle of technologies focused around the
asynchronous loading and presentation of content, SOAP and REST Web protocols that facilitate
communicating with the remote servers through Service Oriented Architecture, Screen Scraping, the
Semantic Web RDF as well as RSS and Atom.

The relative ease of creation and amount of data available, however, has a negative side – unintended
consequences in terms of lost privacy when data from multiple sources are combined with unexpected
results. The case cited in the literature [35] that illustrates this point is related to a mashup of Amazon
wishlist entries to profile a person as a subversive. A person might want to allow access to wishlist data
from multiple companies to be mashed up together to create a global gift registry. However, they would
not want the data on the wishlists to be used against them by mashup providers seeking only to defame.
When we consider the privacy of data used in mashups, we are concerned primarily with data types that
identify someone or provide attributes that an individual may not want widely known. These attributes
have to do with who they are, what they have, and what they have done. Clearly, the types of data an
individual may want to keep private may depend upon who that individual is. Therefore, we propose a
model for dealing with mashup privacy that is distributed and allows individuals to define their own
preferences. In that way, the model is similar to one that uses P3P, the Platform for Privacy Preferences.
Direct application of P3P, however, is not possible for mashups. P3P comes into play when an individual
accesses a web site and is asked to provide information or accept cookies. The individual can make a
decision as to whether or not to provide private information or use the services of that web site based on
the privacy policies of the web site. In the case of mashups, the individual is not in direct communication
with the web service provider and must trust that the data sources (i.e. data provider organizations) will
protect data appropriately. A simple solution would be for data sources to allow users to opt-out of their
data being used by any third party, including a mashup service provider.
This would be a fine solution for most mashup services - in general individuals do not want their private
information generally available across the Internet. However, as the “programmable web” becomes more
possible [27], there may be mashups which provide services to users, pushing information and support to
them without them even asking for it or mashups which use private information to determine trends and
statistics of benefit to the general public. In such cases, a user may wish their private information to be
accessible but used in an acceptable manner.
Suppose we have a mashup service that draws from multiple resume collection web services and mashes
data from the resumes with job postings data and map data in order to give perspective employers a set
of relevant resumes that belong to people within mileage limits specified by the employers. Clearly
someone with a resume hosted on one of the data source web site might be interested in putting
themselves in front of perspective employers in this way. How could they allow this service (and other
services deemed useful to them) to be given access to their data while preventing other mashup
providers access to their address and mobile phone number?
We propose a fine grained mashup privacy protection system in a distributed network of data sources
(data service providers or data providers), data owners (i.e. individuals whose data is being stored at the
data sources) and mashup providers (data consumers). This approach allows users to specify what
specific data types might be used in a mashup service and under what conditions the data might be
released. These conditions depend upon the mashup provider, the mashup service’s purpose and the
operations to be performed. A similar situation exists for corporations participating in environments
such as in an industry exchange. Member business might be happy to share data for certain purposes but
not for others.

To implement our solution, we propose privacy protection spaces through which privacy protection
engines determine whether data is allowed to be released, a personal privacy policy network through
which an individual’s preferences might be consulted by data sources as well as mashup providers. We
define mechanisms for data release decision making as well as enforcement of an individual’s
preferences. We describe the components of our model individually and then combine them per an
architecture and implementation description followed by a concrete example.
In section 2, we present an overall framework or a schematic component architecture to facilitate our
overall approach. In section 3, a generalized mashup Privacy Protection Model is presented which is
extended from our earlier work in government domain [12][13]. The model elements necessary for
privacy specifications are introduced. Section 4 describes how to evaluate each policy and combined
policies for mashup purposes. In Section 4, the prototype system design and implementation issues are
discussed and explain the steps involved in the privacy policy enforcement. Section 5 describes some
relevant literature followed by the conclusion section.

2. Overview of Privacy Protection for Mashups
In this section, we briefly summarize our approach with the overall architecture and its components as
shown in Figure 1. The details are described in sections 3, 4 and 5. The mashup related policies involve a
three party collaboration for protecting the private data sharing and mashup: (1) content (data) providers’
privacy policy, (2) personal policy of an individual whose data is stored in the data source organization as
well as (3) the mashup provider’s data privacy. Each of these three policies form a logical network which
is marked in dotted lines in the diagram, hence, the PPP network for personal privacy policies, SPP
network for different content source organizations’ privacy policies and MPP network for different
mashup service providers’ privacy policies. What we propose is to provide an infrastructure or a portable
(e.g. app) platform, called Privacy Policy Discovery and Evaluation Engine for Mashup services, to
discover three types of policies distributed at each network when a mashup service is requested. It
evaluates and executes the composed policies that honor personal privacy policy, source organization’s
privacy policy and the mashup provider’s privacy policy. In addition, the privacy policies distributed in
different networks can be registered to this infrastructure through the registry service to facilitate
discovering and locating the policies to be evaluated for mashups.

Figure 1 Overall Mashup Policy Discovery, Evaluation and Enforcement Engine

Each privacy policy network has tools for the end users or organizations to specify and manage their
own privacy policies for mashups. A policy repository in each network can be accessed by our policy
evaluation engine to retrieve policies as needed. The end users who are not experts in policy specification
can use a modeling or editing tool which provides the users with semantic ontologies or hierarchical
metadata classification systems (e.g. Standard providers’ codes) to express the fine-grained privacy
policies.

3. Mashup Privacy Policy Model
Three sets of privacy policies apply to mashups. First is the privacy policy of the web service providing
the data, the Source Privacy Policy (SPP). Mashup providers are also expected to have published
privacy policies, their Mashup Privacy Policy (MPP). Content providers can consult these policies
before releasing data. As will be described later, we propose that these policies contain an indication of
the mashup purpose. Data content providers could choose not to release data for use in mashup services
when the purpose is not acceptable to the individuals whose privacy is being protected.
To complement the privacy policies of the web services, we propose to add fine grained control by
individuals represented by the content. Our privacy protection model allows individuals to specify and
publish privacy preferences, called Personal Privacy Policy (PPP), which are published on repositories
accessible using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). Of concern are data content providers who have
information deemed to be of a private nature. This would include name, identification number, financial
information and/or any other information that an individual may want to keep private from the general
public. Data content providers would consult the URIs on behalf of those represented by their content
when making a decision concerning release of data to a mashup provider. In addition, the use of PPP will
allow for a notification service for individuals of privacy violations due to mashups. Finally, the PPP can

be used to make the mashup provider aware of the personal privacy policies that impact the
implementation of its service with an indication of why a specific data access is denied.

3.1 Mashup Privacy Protection Spaces
Individual privacy protection may be based on five aspects of the data and mashup service:
•
•
•
•
•

Data Types (DT) - the set of personal data used in the mashup service;
Linking Parameters (LP) - the set of personal data used to link data sources together;
Operations (OP) - the set of operations that will be performed on the data sources;
Provider Type (PT) - the type of mashup service provider;
Purpose (MP) - the purpose of the mashup service.

A privacy protection space is formed by combining specific values specified for these five parameters.
Upon protection space instances, constraints are placed authorizing or restricting release of data when
the parameters are met. Individuals may have multiple protection spaces thus allowing private data to be
shared under certain protection spaces and not in others. Each value for each
parameter can be
accompanied by a positive (+) or negative (-) sign, indicating whether the space is inclusive or exclusive
of the parameter values.
3.1.1 Data Types
The data types, DT, describe the individual personal data items that should be protected. They are one or
more uniform resource identifiers (URIs) which reference resource descriptions written in XML using
the resource description framework (RDF). For example, we use The Friend of a Friend (FOAF)
documents on the Web written in FOAF XML vocabulary that describe people and things related to the
people, such as images, forming decentralized linked information system. The FOAF documents contain
not only the basic information about people, organizations, or groups, such as names, addresses, but also
how they are related to things, such as ”attend meetings,” or ”is depicted with photos,” etc.
Thus, FOAF vocabulary consists of tags mixed with RDF and OWL statements to describe this personal
information and its linking relationships to other objects or concepts (other URIs). The FOAF
documents in RDF/OWL formats contain publicly available personal information that can be referenced
from other FOAF elements. For example, the Friend of a Friend (FOAF) schema (RDF document)
describes many personal data types such as “name” (defined as foaf:name), “membership” (defined as
foaf: member) and “img” (defined as foaf:img), as well as other personal information, such as interests
and links to friends or groups (defined as foaf:knows).
<foaf:Person rdf:about="\#js" xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/">
<foaf:name>John Smith</foaf:name>
<foaf:homepage rdf:resource="http://homeserver.org/˜smith" />
<foaf:img rdf:resource="http://server1.org/smith.jpg" />
<foaf:knows rdf:nodeID="Jane"/>
</foaf:Person>

This FOAF document contains the name of John Smith, and links to his home page and image URIs
described in RDF resources, and states that John knows Jane (assume Jane’s foaf RDF is defined).
FOAF can contain OWL statements that link to other ontology class resources and relationships, such as
John’s membership in a group, which is a subclass of an organization.

A DT to be protected for privacy is specified with a tuple (E, URI, Sign) where E represents the
protected element, URI denotes the optional resource URIs where E can be located, and Sign to show the
inclusion in the protection space. For example, the protected information is the name of the person
specified in the RDF schema as in the URI with ’js’ in the specified Web site: DT= (foaf:name
[rdf:resource=”http://exam.com/test.rdf#js] sign=”+”). When a DT is specified, all equivalent DTs and
all subclasses of the DT are also included in the protection space. When a DT is specified with a “+”
sign, it means that only those data types listed are covered by the protection space. When a DT is
specified with a “–” sign, it means that all data types other than those listed are covered by the protection
space.
3.1.2 Linking Parameters
The linking parameters, LP, are data types which may or may not be used in mashup services for
combining data from multiple sources. As data types, they are also described by URIs using publicly
available schemas or ontologies. The main purpose of including LP in the protection space is to ensure
the integrity of the combination of data linked from different sources. For example, if a person has a
very common name, they might be concerned if their name were used to link data from different sources.
The results might include data that is not really associated with them. Therefore, they might want to
prevent any combination that linked based on name. When a LP is specified with a “+” sign, it means
that only those linking parameters listed are covered by the protection space. When an LP is specified
with a “-” sign, it means that all linking parameters other than those listed are covered by the protection
space.
3.1.3 Operations
The following shows a list of mashup operations, OP that the mashup providers may perform on a set of
data types linked from multiple sources.
•

•

•

•

Combine: The combine operation takes data from multiple sources and displays it together. For
example, an individual’s name and address might be linked with data from a campaign donations
database and displayed together. We represent this operation in our privacy protection space as
DT = (name; address; obamaForPresident:donation) where name, address and donation would
actually be URIs.
Represent: The represent operation takes data from multiple sources and displays a
representation of it. For example, an average income for individuals in a particular zip code might
be calculated from income tax data by a mashup. The represent operation has many
suboperations, all of which are mathematical operations on a particular data type such as total,
count, max, min, and median. In general, the represent operation may be used to characterize a
set of data records and would in itself not violate the privacy of any particular individual.
Overlay: The overlay operation links data and displays it in multiple ways. A typical instantiation
is mapping - taking an address from one database and displaying it on a map. Alternatively, the
data points could be graphed on a scatter plot or linked with photographs.
Sequence: The sequence operation links data from different sources in a temporal sequence. For
example, addresses might be displayed over time.

•

Personalize: The personalize operation links data with content in which a person is expected to
be interested based on an analysis of the data values. The mashups use the data to categorize an
individual and customize the service for her/him.

In the absence of particular purpose, these operations can be used to constrain the data release. Thus,
individuals may choose to restrict mashup providers who combine a set of data but not those who
represent the same data in an aggregate form. When an OP is specified with a “+” sign, it means that
only those operations listed are covered by the protection space. When a DT is specified with a “-” sign,
it means that all operations other than those listed are covered by the protection space.
3.1.4 Provider Type
Provider Type (PT) is a tricky aspect to define for protection spaces. It is included as a proxy for “trust”
in the provider to use the data only for stated purposes. This is similar to how trust is implemented in
P3P where some web sites are allowed to leave and access cookies and others are not.
In the same manner as P3P, PT can be a list of web sites that are part of the protection space. Both
positive authorization and negative authorization could be given. Negative authorization might provide
very little privacy protection, however. This is because it is envisioned that mashups will be created by
anyone across the Web. It would be nearly impossible to block every potential mashup provider by
explicitly listing them. Negative authorization provides better protection but would clearly limit the
utility of any new mashup service that relied on private data.
Alternatively, PT can be specified via industry codes such as those standardized in the North American
Industry Classification System (NAICS) [21]. The NAICS codes are six digit codes where the first two
digits indicate a broad industry such as agriculture, health or finance. Each additional digit indicates a
more specific industry within a larger industry. Figure 2 show a piece of the NAICS classification
scheme for the Finance and Insurance Industry. NAICS codes are set up hierarchically. Thus values for
PT can be more or less specific. For example, if someone were particularly sensitive to use of data by
the financial industry, they might set up a privacy protection space that included PT = 520000 to
constrain release of private data to mashup providers in that entire industry. Alternatively, if the person
was concerned only with credit card companies, they might specify a PT value of 52221.
An example of mashup service where NAIC classification system is used to provide the same semantics
for data providers is the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program at the U.S.
Census Bureau [38]. The LEHD program is a data mashup service to produces a summary reports
that combine federal, state and Census Bureau data on employers and employees, according to

the NAIC’s sector, industry and subcategory classification [37].

When a PT is specified with a “+” sign, it means that only those provider types listed are covered by the
protection space. When a PT is specified with a “-” sign, it means that all provider types other than those
listed are covered by the protection space.

Figure 2 Excerpt from the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) used to specify Mashup
Provider Type

We continue to consider other ways that trust of a mashup service could be represented and calculated.
Calculating and evaluation trust in web services is a topic that has been covered by several researchers
[39][32][41]. They point out that trust may depend upon many different factors, is context specific (web
services might be trusted for some things and not others) and varies over time. Liu [39] motivates the
need for multi-dimensional representation of trust depending upon multiple factors. This is clearly true
for a web service consumer who would like to choose services based on various factors. This is not the
case for mashups because the individual(s) concerned is/are not the
consumer(s) of the service.
Concerning mashups, there is only one dimension - how well the results of the Mashup match the stated
purpose of the mashup. Over time, a third party might collect and calculate reputation scores. If this
happens, we would augment our protection space with a trust parameter which would specify the
requirements for the reputation scores.

3.1.5 Mashup Purpose

Mashup purpose, MP, is categorized based on intended usage of the mashup. Since mashups are services,
we represent MP by identifying the service provided by the mashup. OWL-S, the semantic web ontology,
used to include service category as part of the service profile. Now it is in a separate file to allow for
easier modularization. Service categories make use of an ontology of services that may be on offer. High
level services could include classification on the bases of industry taxonomies such as North American
Product Classification System (NAPCS) [22] or the United Nation Standard Product and Service Code
(UNSPSC) [36].

Figure 3 Excerpt from the UN Standard Product and Service Code (UNSPSC) used to specify

Mashup Purpose
In those categorization schemes, all mashup services might be categorized as information services.
While true, we are more interested in the purpose of presenting the information in the form provided.
For example, if a mashup service provides a combined view of mortgage history for an individual from
disparate organizations, the mashup purpose might be mortgage banking (UNSPSC code 84121900). A
small excerpt of the UNSPSC codes in Financial and Insurance services domain can be seen in Figure 3.
Similarly, the implementation of a mashup purpose (MP) can use the North American Product
Classification System (NAPCS). Figure 4 shows the example of product/services provided by NAIC
service providers 52 which is the financial and insurance providers and these can be used in the MP
specification in the privacy policy. When a MP is specified with a “+” sign, it means that only those
purposes listed are covered by the protection space. When a DT is specified with a “-” sign, it means that
all purposes other than those listed are covered by the protection space.
In a data warehouse where data from different sources need to be integrated, some data is classified into
the same UNSPCS according to their function, purpose or task before the data is being integrated as the
same record in the data warehouse [4]. For our job search example, we may use the UNSPCS code
93141800 for employment which has subclass codes ranging from 93141801to 93141814, including
93141810 for Career development services.

W orking
Group
Code

Industry Subject
Area

United States

Title

52

1.1

Financing
services

52

1.1.1

Loan
services

52

1.1.1.1

Loans to
financial
businesses

Definition

NAICS Industries
Producing the
Product

Providing services that result in the provision of money and granting of
credit to businesses, consumers, and governments.

522110
522120
522130
522190
522210
522220
522291
522292
522293
522298
522110
Providing direct lending of funds under legal contract, either unsecured or
522120
secured by the assets being financed or by other assets, but w ithout the
522130
exchange or the use of securities as collateral.
522190
522220
Includes:
522291
• interest and origination and other fees received from sales of loans.
522292
522293
522298
Making loans to financial businesses. Includes interest received, origination 521110
522110
and other fees received, and revenue from sales of loans.
522190
Includes:
• interest received and origination and other fees received from sales of
loans.
• loans made to banks, trust companies, investment dealers and
brokerages, and insurance companies, etc.
Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.

52

52

1.1.1.1.1

1.1.1.1.2

Loans to
depository
financial
institutions
Broker’s call
loans

Making loans to depository financial institutions, such as banks.
Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.
Making loans to security and commodity contract brokerages, used to
finance underw riting costs and margin lending, usually short-term and
secured by securities.

521110
522110
522190

522110

Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.
52

1.1.1.1.9

Loans to
financial
businesses,
nec.

Making loans to financial businesses, not elsew here classified.

522110
522190

Excludes:
• making loans to depository financial institutions is in product 1.1.1.1.1,
Loans to depository financial institutions.
• making call-loans to security and commodity contract brokerages is in
product 1.1.1.1.2, Broker’s call loans.
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.

Figure 4 Excerpt from NAPCS Product List for NAICS 52: Finance and Insurance

3.2 Personal Privacy Policy Network

Individuals may cite their preferences concerning release of their private information to mashup service
providers by registering their preferences in a repository. A repository is needed because requests for
their private information are independent of interaction with them. Repositories that house privacy
preferences are assumed to be widely known and accessible to web services through URIs. Web services
that provide data to others can, in fact, ask individuals for their preferences when they collect data and
submit preferences to the repository on their behalf or refer them to a repository. This was the case in the
example provided in our last section.
Collections of privacy preference repositories can form a distributed network, such as in different clouds.
We refer to this as a personal privacy policy network (PPP network). The PPP network serves as the
publish and pull infrastructure
for personal privacy policies, augmenting legal and organizational
specific privacy policies to provide more fine-grained privacy control.
Personal privacy preferences in a repository can be maintained and updated by individuals. If a web
service enters a privacy preference on behalf of an individual, the individual should be issued with a
certificate or credential such that they can access the privacy preferences repository and update the
policies as needed. The credential could be electronic or a smart card or both. The smart card would
serve both as an identity card and a store of information that gives the user authority to access
information about themselves and change policy governing that information. It can also include links to
identification IDs associated with various services.
The PPP network will allow individuals to have more control over their own private data, through
direction participation in protecting the data. This participatory privacy protection accommodates a high
degree of individual differences in privacy and may foster greater levels of trust in web services that
collect data.

3.3 Specifying Personal Privacy Policies
Mashup privacy protection is related to but different from privacy protection provided via P3P. P3P
governs interactions with a web site. Users may consider a web site’s privacy polices before submitting
data and may opt-in and opt-out of certain uses. P3P policies are described using XML statements which
include the following elements: purpose, recipient, retention, data-group. Purpose describes use of the
data by the web site. Some of the defined purposes include:
•
•
•

•

•

current: completion and support of activity for which data was provided
develop: information may be used to enhance, evaluate, or otherwise review the site, service,
product or market.
tailoring: information may be used to tailor or modify content or design of the site where the
information is used only for a single visit to the site and not used for any kind of future
customization
pseudo-decision: information may be used to create or build a record (a profile) of a particular
individual or computer that is tied to a pseudonymous identifier, without tying identifying data
to the record.
individual-decision: information may be used to determine the habits, interests, or other
characteristics of individuals and combine it with identified data to make a decision that directly
affects the individual.

•

contact: information may be used to contact the individual for the promotion of a product or
service.

Users could protect their data by specifying only those purposes acceptable to them. That would
implicitly exclude mashups. Alternatively, mashups could be added as another purpose to the P3P
purpose list. In either case, mashups would be included or excluded. Decisions would not be fine grained.
Therefore, we see a need to have privacy policies that are associated specifically with mashups.
Three sets of privacy policies need to be assessed when considering a request for content from a mashup
provider that concerns personal information – individual’s personal privacy policies (PPP), source content
provider policies (SPP) and mashup service provider policies (MPP). The first set is the personal privacy
policies of any individuals for whom personal information is requested. Personal privacy policies (PPP)
use protection spaces as the basis of specifying an authorized or an unauthorized use of private data by a
mashup service provider. For our privacy policy specification in support of mashups, authorization or
non-authorization is specified by just two commands – ALLOW and DENY which can be applied to any
particular privacy protection space.
Let us consider the example introduced in Section 1. Suppose, up to now, Jane Smith has no personal
privacy policies because she does not know of any instance of her personal data appearing on the Web.
However, she submits her resume electronically to a resume listing service “JobMatch.com”. At this
point because she is submitting personal data to a web service that has notified her that they will share
her personal data, she decides she should publish a PPP. Although she could have implemented a PPP
independent of interacting with “JobMatch.com”, “JobMatch.com” is pro-active and asks whether Jane
has a PPP registered when she signs up for their service. When she says she does not, they offer to
register a PPP for her with private data types included in the “JobMatch.com” service already populated.
While there is a lot of personal information in her resume, let us say that Jane is only sensitive about
protecting her mobile phone number which she tends to keep private. Therefore, she selects v:mobileTel
where v: indicates the vcard ontology [3] which provides more specific definitions of telephone number
than available from the foaf ontology.
For linking parameters, given she has a very common name, she is concerned that she will be confused
with other Jane Smiths. Therefore, she requires that linking be done on name (foaf: fullName) and
address (foaf: address). She has no particular restrictions concerning the operations performed on her
data.
For mashup purposes, she specifies UNSPSC 93141810, the code associated with career development
services. For provider type, she allows any mashup provider who can help her find a good job is welcome
to see the personal information associated with her resume. For that reason also, she provides no further
specification for provider type. , .
In summary, her first PPP is PPP1 = ALLOW {DT = [-v : mobileTel], LP = [foaf : fullName; foaf :
address], OP =∅, MP = unspsc : 93141810, PT =∅}. This policy is stored in a PPP repository on a PPP
network accessible to be read by any web service. It allows access to any mashup provider who provides
career development services to all data except mobile telephone number but restricts them from linking
data to other sites unless there is a match between Jane’s full name and address. All other data releases
are not acceptable to Jane and the implication is that they are denied. While this PPP was defined in

response to input of data at a web site, it would apply to any web service that is capable of releasing
information. PPP1 can be represented in a pseudo XML-based policy language, as shown below:
<POLICIES>
<POLICY id="jane.smith.ppp1" uri="http://myppp.com/jsmith547>
<RULE directive=ALLOW>
<DATATYPE name="v:mobileTel" sign=negative>
<LINK name="foaf: fullName" sign=positive>
<LINK name="foaf: address" sign= positive>
<PROVIDERTYPE />
<OPERATION />
<PURPOSE code=unspsc: 93141810 sign= positive>
</RULE>
</POLICY>
</POLICIES>

Over time, Jane could add additional preferences by defining additional protection spaces. She
also relax or constrain PPP1 by adding or removing parameters from the protection space.

could

Source content providers also have privacy policies - an instance of which is called a source privacy
policy (SPP). It is constructed exactly the same way as a PPP. When an SPP is modified to comply with
one or more PPPs, the revised policy is called an SPP*.
Mashup providers are requested to submit the mashup privacy policy (MPP) associated with the service
for which the request is being made. While consisting of the same parameters as the other policies, the
values of the parameters are more specific. The data types provided should be those data types that are
requested. The LP is any requested parameters that will be linked across content sources. The operation
will consist of operations that will be performed on the requested data. Two provider types will be
provided - the specific identity of the provider as well as an industry code. Finally, the purpose will be
provided using service codes.

4. Mashup Privacy Policy Evaluation and Enforcement
Today some web service providers will only allow access to their data to pre-certified mashup providers
to whom they have given a credential, key or access login. This paradigm of data release is limited in a
large scale environment such as the Web. Our proposed model opens up the process by allowing mashup
providers to gain access to data by indicating the business they are in (via provider type), the data types
that they will use and the purpose of their mashup. If these are acceptable to the data provider and
individuals associated with the data, data release can occur automatically.
Specifically, an interactive dialogue occurs between the mashup provider and the content provider(s)
whenever the mashup provider requests data from the content provider(s). The mashup provider
indicates the parameters associated with themselves and their service. Specifically, they provide their
mashup privacy policy (MPP) complete with all the components of the privacy protection space they
provide. It can be coded and transferred via a privacy preference language such as APPEL [19] , XPref
[30] [1] which improves APPEL based on XPATH , P3P [34] which allows companies to specify their
online privacy practices that can be checked against a user’s, or EPAL [24] that ensures that information
is protected and used in accordance with the responsible organization’s privacy policies in B2B
information exchanges. A comparative study on the privacy policy specification in P3P and EPAL
reveals the capability or shortcomings of these policy languages [40]. In this paper, we do not advocate

for a particular specification language to implement PPP or an organization’s privacy policies, but we
focus on the concepts associated with privacy in the mashup environment and propose a feasible
architecture for privacy policy specifications, retrieval and evaluation for the stakeholders of a mashup
process. The content provider compares the indicated parameters in the MPP with their own policies
(SPP) and those of any individual whose private data might be released through the PPP network in
order to make a decision as to whether the data should be released.
One example to illustrate the privacy policy enforcement is a governmental service mashups, where the
citizen’s data in government agencies are used in creating a mashup content. As a primary source of
constituent data, the government has the obligation not only to make public data available for citizen
access as stated in the Freedom of Information Act, but also to protect the privacy of individual citizen’s
records as stated in the Privacy Act. Some personal data that source web service providers might have
may be in the public domain. This is particularly true of Governmental data sources where in general
they must enforce the no-disclosure without consent rule of the Privacy
Act with the following
exceptions [34]:


•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intra-agency need-to-know exemption authorizes the intra-agency disclosure of a record for
necessary official purposes.
Required Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) disclosure exemption states that the data should
be released to FOIA requests unless it is exempted from the FOIA rules.
Routine use exceptions states that data release or sharing is allowed if they are used in obvious
routine tasks, e.g. federal tax payer information collected by the federal tax administration is
disclosed to state tax officials for state tax administration.
A record can be disclosed to the Bureau of Census for the purposes of planning or carrying out a
census or survey.
A record can be disclosed to a recipient who assures that the record will be used solely as a
statistical research or reporting record and the record is to be transferred in a form that is not
individually identifiable.
A record can be disclosed to the National Archives and Administrations for the purpose of
archiving or the evaluation of archiving.
A record can be released to support law enforcement activities.
A record can be disclosed to a person who intends to show the compelling circumstances
affecting the health and safety of an individual.
A disclosure of records to House of Congress or any under its jurisdiction.
Disclosure to the Comptroller General, or any of his authorized representatives is permitted for
the performance of the duties of the General Accounting Office
A data record should be released for the normal course of court proceedings, including court
ordered discovery.
The Debt Collection Act authorizes agencies to disclose bad debt information to credit bureaus.

Regulatory policies that apply to a source content provider’s data should be incorporated in their SPP.
There are three different cases to consider in the enforcement of PPP policies in conjunction with SPP
policies:
Case 1: When SPP and PPP are in agreement, apply either policy to make a disclosure decision.

Case 2: When SPP permits disclosure but PPP does not, either follow PPP or notify individual of
disclosure if it does not conflict with regulatory policies.
Case 3: When PPP permits disclosure but SPP does not, the source provider has a choice.
The result of comparing SPP to PPP as described in the three cases above is the modified SPP (SPP*)
for the specific mashup request. The source content provider makes a decision as to whether to provide
the requested data by comparing the mashup service provider’s MPP to SPP*. What does it mean to
compare the preferences in PPPs, SPPs, SPP*s and MPPs? What we are doing is determining if the
policy which should apply has a protection space that encloses the protection space that is in the other
privacy policy. When comparing two protection spaces PS1 and PS2, PS1ΘPS2 where Θ symbolized
encloses iff:
•
•
•
•
•

∀dti ∈ DTofPS1 ∃dtj ∈ DTofPS2 | eq(dti, dtj) ∨ dtj = subClass(dti)
∀lpi ∈ LPofPS1 ∃lpj ∈ LPofPS2 | eq(lpi, lpj)
∀opi ∈ OPofPS1 ∃opj ∈OPofPS2| eq(opi, opj)
∀pti ∈ PTofPS1 ∃ptj ∈ PTofPS2| eq(pti, ptj) ∨ ptj = subClass(pti)
∀mpi ∈ MPofPS1 ∃mpj ∈ MPofPS2| eq(mpi, mpj) ∨ mpj = subClass(mpi)

If PS1 encloses PS2, then the policy associated with PS2 may safely be applied. Otherwise, there
conflict.

is a

For example, when PPP states the resume can be disclosed along with the age and gender information for
the purpose of career development services, but SPP may state that they can share the resume, along with
the gender but no age. In this case, the PPP encloses SPP. Thus SPP is more stringent policy statement.
Thus the SPP* is equal to SPP. On the other hand, if PPP does not allow the release of address to be
shared, while SPP may allow the release of the address information. In this case, the PPP is more
stringent than SPP, thus SPP* will be rewritten to replace the clause of address sharing to no address
sharing. The mashup company who want to plot the job applicants pool by their location (i.e. overlay the
addresses of applicants on a map), this mashup conflicts with the SPP* thus, it may modify its mashup
data request for the county or town of applicants, but not their addresses.

5. Mashup privacy protection system architecture
The mashup privacy protection system architecture and interaction flows are shown in Figure 5. It
implements the proposed privacy model for mashup Web applications. A personal privacy policy network
is a distributed architecture where individuals can publish privacy policies that they wish to have applied
to the use of their private data. The privacy protection engine discovers and consults the Personal Privacy
Policies (or preferences), data Service providers Privacy Policies (SPP) and the Mashup service provider
Privacy Policies (MPP), and evaluate and enforce the privacy policy-driven data compositions. The PPP,
MPP and SPP privacy policies are specified using links to the Semantic Web resources such as FOAF
resources, NAIC classification ontology, and UNSPSC classification codes. The specified privacy
policies are registered to the privacy protection server to be discovered to retrieve the details of the
policies in the respective policy repositories for evaluations and enforcement in the mashup services.

The architecture needs to support several basic functions. The first component is the privacy protection
engine that provides an interactive data access through Web services, and ensures private data is not
released in conflict with personal privacy policies (PPP), source privacy policies (SPP) and mashup
policies (MPP). It performs reasoning to calculate the policy enclosures and identifying policy conflicts.
The privacy-preserving mashup service architecture also includes a notification service to alert
individuals of potential privacy loss. It has an audit service which monitors data dissemination and
compares it to the data usage policies published by the data provider as well as the personal privacy
policies of those individuals represented by the data. Another component is an off-line management
process that helps to ensure that data access is provided as efficiently as possible.

Figure 5 Mashup Privacy Protection System Architecture

5.1 Interactive Privacy Preserving Data Mashup Process
In step 1, the mashup provider (a mashup developer) requests the data or contents using APIs and Web
services and send its Mashup provider’s privacy policy for the particular data or service mashup. This
step starts with the mashup provider discovering suitable content provider(s), such as a government
agency (e.g. IRS)1 and making a request for access to the data. The request includes the resource location
of the mashup provider’s own privacy policy statements (MPP), such as the purpose and requested data
1

The discovery of the content provider is out of scope of this paper.

items, intended target audience, etc. Once the request arrives, in step 2, the privacy protection engine
looks up the registry of policies and fetch relevant source policies (SPP) as well as the data owner’s
personal privacy policy (PPP) published in a personal privacy policy network, that can be served through
a personal Web server or by a third party Web server repository. In step 3, the policy evaluation and
reasoning component is invoked to evaluate the three policies through comparisons and reasoning. When
the requested mashup data usage (purpose) in MPP policy agrees with the source policies SPP as well as
the PPP, data owner’s personal policies, the data is retrieved and returned.
When there are conflicts or disagreements among the MPP, SPP, and PPP, the policy evaluation and
reasoning component transforms the mashup data request to a privacy-aware request that applies the most
stringent privacy policies. Step 4 calls the policy enforcement component, where the transformed SPP* is
sent to the source provider to fetch the right data or feeds from the source providers. In step 6, the request
result is sent over to the mashup providers. In addition, the data disclosure notification is sent to the data
subject, in case the SPP mandates data disclosure against the personal privacy preferences, as in the case
of Freedom of Information Act inquiries. In step 7, the mashup provider assembles the data to deliver to
the mashup requesters or publish the new data or service product, according to the evaluated policies.

5.2 Advantages of Privacy Policy-driven Mashups
Recently, social networks (e.g. Facebook) have also adopted the opt-in privacy specification [45].
Although the users do not have all the options they need, only the ones that the service provider offers,
this is an attempt to give users control of their data and to make the user privacy policy more explicit than
in the opt-out method. In the opt-out method, any data that is not excluded by the user will be considered
owned and thus resalable by the service provider. Thus, our approach to give the users the full power to
specify their privacy policies for any data service provider is one step towards greatly improved privacy
protection.
In addition, as in the case of Facebook, the user privacy policy is specified by the service provider side
only (e.g., for specific applications provided by one organization) that may not be reusable by other
service organizations. Our architecture, where the privacy specification and enforcement are performed
by independent components, separated from the data provider and from the mashup service providers as
well as from the users, has several advantages:
1) The users can specify their privacy policy once in their privacy repository and these policies will be
reusable, i.e. any data service providers (e.g., Electronic commerce sites, social network providers,
health organizations, etc.) can refer to the policy.
2) The tie-in between the service provider and the user policy network can benefit the users to enable
them to control and manage their own privacy policies in a more consistent fashion. Any changes of
their policy will be available to all service providers simultaneously, instead of requiring the user to
visit each organization’s site separately to make comparable changes to the policies.
3) The policy evaluation and enforcement engine can be developed as a downloadable plug-in
component for all data providers, rather than forcing each organization to develop its own data
privacy evaluation and enforcement engine. Alternatively, the policy evaluation engine can be
implemented as a cloud service that is operated by an independent organization.
4) The source organization’s privacy policies are also separately specified and evaluated by the same
engine for release or sharing. Thus, the corporate information system does not have to build an ad-hoc

privacy policy enforcement engine. Thus, the information assurance and auditing of information
systems is greatly simplified in terms of privacy protection.
5) The mashup service providers also can benefit since their output of the data mashups (usually a
composite of several data sources) can be easily validated by checking personal privacy policies a
second time. This will ensure that there are no further privacy violations. Their mashup privacy
policy can be published and shared to make them accountable for their composite services.

5.3 Implementation Issues
Managing Privacy Policy Specifications: The architecture also provides the capability of specifying
the privacy policies MPP, SPP and PPP, by respective parties, i.e., mashup provider, data source provider,
and the data owner (an individual), using the semantic resources. However, the specification of purposes
or provider types can vary widely, that may cause errors or interoperability issues when comparing,
evaluating policies across different privacy networks. To prevent that, the system provides an entry form
to select a NAIC classification code for service provider types (PT), to select the UNSPSC codes for
mashup purposes (MP), and to specify the privacy data type DT with FOAF URIs that can show the foaf
elements. The list of mashup operations can be also presented for a selection list. Figure 6 is a simple
example of the personal privacy policy entry form where the Data Type elements can be selected and
entered by navigating with visualized FOAF resource site, instead of manually entering. Similarly, the
mashup purpose can be entered through the UNSPSC classification hierarchy in a pop-up window, and
allow users to navigate and select a product function or service code. This visual interface will enhance
the usability of specifying the fine-grained privacy policies as well as reducing errors associated with the
specifications.

Figure 6 Personal Privacy Policy Entry Form with the visual navigation options

Managing Policy Updates and Discovery: Another issue is that the specification and management of
policy parameters is not easy even if the data is static but that is certainly not the case in real-life
situations. The data is constantly changing
with new data being constantly added and with user
preferences on existing data changing as well. Therefore, a system is needed to derive applicable privacy
protection spaces whenever a change in individual privacy preferences occurs. The privacy policy
evaluation engine that are implemented at data providers is responsible for knowing where individual
privacy preferences are housed and ensuring that they are linked to the relevant repositories. In other
words, the PPP registry should be updated timely to reflect the changes. Since real-time access to these
repositories for hundreds or even thousands of individuals would be prohibitive, privacy protection spaces
can be pre-calculated and pre-defined. These spaces are then updated only when data source providers are
notified that a privacy preference change has been made. In case the engine is implemented in a cloud
service, the central registry of policies can be updated and propagated easily.
Complexity Studies: The complexity issues of the proposed architecture can occur in different areas. For
example, implementation complexity includes issues such as how developers integrate the data according
to many different policies from different individuals. Some may allow an overlay of detail information
about them over a map, while others may not want it. These individual differences make the mashup
complexity high for the developers. Performance overhead includes how much the privacy evaluation
and enforcement would slow down a given mashup due to the policy discovery and evaluation steps. A
network overhead issue includes how much more network traffic the policy evaluation generates. These
are some of the practical issues we are addressing when implementing the proposed architecture.
Security and Provenance of privacy policies: The policy repositories can be subject to attack.
Additionally, often the privacy policies are themselves sensitive by their nature. In the architecture, the
personal privacy policies are sent over a network to be composed with other policies to determine the data
mashups. By including a policy stating that one’s health data on a particular disease should not be shared,
he/she reveals how sensitive this data is. The architecture thus requires a component for securing privacy
policies, policy composition, and policy provenance data (i.e., history of privacy policies that participated
in the mashups). In addition, the mashup data needs to retain the provenance information for digital
forensics and audits, if needed, to track whether the data is being used according to the purpose(s) stated
in the privacy policies. The secure policy composition as in [48] and the provenance techniques such as
[49] are being considered.

6. Related Work
The existing P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences) protocol allows organizations to express their
privacy policies on the information they collect from users through Web browsing. It declares their
intended use of information and gives users more control of their personal information by setting their
privacy levels and opt-in and opt-out options. P3P-compliant web sites and the end-user tools, such as
Privacy Bird or Privacy Finder, match the policies of web sites with a user’s privacy preferences and
advise the user when there is a potential privacy issue. In web browsing, privacy protection can be
performed while the individual is on-line and engaged with a web site.

While the mashup environment is also a Web environment, P3P is not directly applicable. Clearly, the
individuals whose privacy may need to be protected may not engage directly with the mashup provider.
It is difficult to specify privacy preferences for services created from diverse sources of information by
mashup providers. It is also difficult to track and audit the dissemination of the information to the
mashup providers in conformance with personal privacy preferences because there
is no direct
involvement of the individual whose privacy might be compromised in the interaction.
Various privacy protection languages such as EPAL [40] and XACML [23] exist that can be the basis of
mashup protection. Access control of private information should be at the field level, such that it will be
possible to give different users different views of the data collected. No language currently exists to
address specification of purpose or linking parameters. We are looking into an RDF-based Linked Data
model for specifying the privacy policies that has expressive power for specifying the relationships over
Web resources (URIs) with sufficient semantics (e.g. ontologies or classifications as we discussed). The
Linked Data repositories can be queried using SPARQL.
Hippocratic DBs [28] transform queries such that they access only policy-compliant information. Ager
et al. [33] adapts the query transformations to apply to access and disclosure of classified and other
sensitive information maintained by government agencies. Specifically they define how information can
be filtered based on policies. Their techniques could be used in implementing our model where filtering
and access control depends not only on who is requesting the information but also for what purpose.
A difficult problem is how to manage privacy implementations that allow an individual to review policy,
specify their own requirements and determine enforcement of policy. Brodie et al. [6] take steps toward
addressing the enforcement issue and describes a workbench that allows users to interactively define
their personal policies. Specific work on Web service security has been done by Lesk [17] and Hatala et
al. [16]. This approach allows only certified users access to Web services. This is the approach taken by
some existing API providers. In [29] a permit based access delegation model is presented to allow users
to grant access rights (“permits”) delegation to mashups, thus, the authorization servers and back-end
applications do not have to maintain elaborate state information which helps to be scalable. However, it
does not directly address the privacy of user data in mashups. In database integration domain, a privacy
preserving data integration is studied [7] where the privacy framework takes an administrative centric
approach where the administrator defines privacy views (what is considered private), the privacy policies
and the purpose of applications. Our approach, on the other hand, considers the privacy policies that can
be stated and managed by different parties in mashing up data or services.
Chris Hanson et al. [8] have created a data purpose algebra for specifying constraints on data usages. For
every data set, the algebra defines allowed sources, data categories that may be collected and the purposes
for which collected data may be used. The algebra is used to define changes in data and policy that apply
once data is transferred and modified using certain operations. This work focuses on the data source
provider’s policies on how to constrain the data usage by others, but do not consider the decentralized
specification of personal and providers’ policies and reasoning. Thus, in our approach, an individual has
finer control, disallowing certain types of mashup providers from using data, while allowing other
mashup providers to use the data. Braun et al. [46] and Lu et al. [47] discuss the importance of securing
the provenance data for digital forensics. It is difficult to control the usage of mashups at the end user
side. The mashup usage control requires the usage provenance data to ensure that the purported usages are

in fact valid. In addition, the provenance of the privacy policies that were relevant to the mashups needs
to be secured and preserved.
Often the information assurance includes risk assessment and data governance policies for business
continuity in case of software attacks, natural disasters, etc. [44][42][43] The proposed architecture
where the privacy policy specifications and enforcement components are separate from their core services
will allow the businesses to easily audit their services in accordance with their own privacy policies and
with the users’ privacy policies. In case of violations, it is easier to address the privacy risks and manage
them, allowing them to have better business continuity and sustainability.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
Mashups introduce new privacy challenges for individuals, because data might be combined and released
by web services, such as mashups, with which the user has no interaction. We introduced a model for
addressing the privacy challenges. It allows a user to describe their privacy preferences in terms of data
types, provider types and mashup purposes. It makes extensive use of existing ontologies to allow users
to define data types in consistent ways and to allow policies to be compared and integrated.
Our process allows users to register their preferences concerning private data in well-known repositories.
These preferences are called personal privacy policies (PPP). Content sources who have content
associated with individuals have their own privacy policies associated with release of personal data
called source privacy policies (SPP). We have proposed a privacy policy evaluation and enforcement
engine that can be implemented and downlable by any content source provider. Alternatively, it can be
implemented as a cloud service for policy evaluation. The privacy policy evaluation and enforcement
engine can consult PPP and SPP as well as the mashup providers’ privacy policy (MPP) before releasing
personal data to a third party such as a mashup provider. The SPP policies are compared with the PPP
and MPP to generate SPP*. The resulting SPP* are combinations of the SPP in accordance with
individual preferences (PPP) and in accordance with the requesting mashup providers policies (MPP).
All three policy sets consider data types, linking parameters, operations, provider type and mashup
purpose. Specific combinations of these five parameters are considered to be a privacy protection space
over which access can be allowed or denied.
Our contribution is to make specification of privacy policy fine-grained so that data is usable for as wide
an audience as possible, for situations where data sharing is for the public good, while keeping data
private from the general public. We also make use of the Semantic Web resources in specifying these
privacy policies that are linking decentralized data on the Web. Our prototype architecture is presented
for showing the components and discussing implementation issues, especially the usability of fine-grained
privacy policy specification.
Future works include analysis of the policy specification system requirements through user studies,
developing a working prototype system to test the feasibility of the proposed distributed privacy policy
networks to ensure the data integration and sharing is privacy preserving. The policy discovery and
evaluation engine needs to implement the different policy comparisons and reasoning to resolve the
potentially conflicting policies from different networks. The complexity-related evaluation study (e.g.
performance overhead or network overhead) is also a remaining future task to measure whether the
proposed approach is practical.
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Appendix 1: Attached Figures

Figure 1 Overall Mashup Policy Discovery, Evaluation and Enforcement Engine

Figure 2 Excerpt from the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) used to specify Mashup
Provider Type

Figure 3 Excerpt from the UN Standard Product and Service Code (UNSPSC) used to specify

Mashup Purpose

W orking
Group
Code

Industry Subject
Area

United States

Title

52

1.1

Financing
services

52

1.1.1

Loan
services

52

1.1.1.1

Loans to
financial
businesses

Definition

NAICS Industries
Producing the
Product

Providing services that result in the provision of money and granting of
credit to businesses, consumers, and governments.

522110
522120
522130
522190
522210
522220
522291
522292
522293
522298
Providing direct lending of funds under legal contract, either unsecured or
522110
secured by the assets being financed or by other assets, but w ithout the
522120
exchange or the use of securities as collateral.
522130
522190
Includes:
522220
• interest and origination and other fees received from sales of loans.
522291
522292
522293
522298
Making loans to financial businesses. Includes interest received, origination 521110
and other fees received, and revenue from sales of loans.
522110
522190
Includes:
• interest received and origination and other fees received from sales of
loans.
• loans made to banks, trust companies, investment dealers and
brokerages, and insurance companies, etc.
Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.

52

52

1.1.1.1.1

1.1.1.1.2

Loans to
depository
financial
institutions
Broker’s call
loans

Making loans to depository financial institutions, such as banks.
Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.
Making loans to security and commodity contract brokerages, used to
finance underw riting costs and margin lending, usually short-term and
secured by securities.

521110
522110
522190

522110

Excludes:
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.
52

1.1.1.1.9

Loans to
financial
businesses,
nec.

Making loans to financial businesses, not elsew here classified.

522110
522190

Excludes:
• making loans to depository financial institutions is in product 1.1.1.1.1,
Loans to depository financial institutions.
• making call-loans to security and commodity contract brokerages is in
product 1.1.1.1.2, Broker’s call loans.
• providing financing using purchase-repurchase agreements is in product
1.3.2, Repurchase agreements.

Figure 4 Excerpt from NAPCS Product List for NAICS 52: Finance and Insurance

Figure 5 Mashup Privacy Protection System Architecture

Figure 6 Personal Privacy Policy Entry Form with the visual navigation options
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